COMING TO DIGITEO SACLAY

BY ROAD [FROM PARIS]

1. By N118 via Pont de Sèvres
   - Follow N118 to exit 8 (Saclay/Gif-sur-Yvette);
   - at the roundabout take the 3rd exit (RD 306) onto Gif-sur-Yvette;
   - at 400 meters turn right at the first light and go along the DIGITEO Saclay building to reach the car park.

2. By A6 via Porte d’Orléans or Porte d’Italie
   - Take A6a, then follow E5/E50/Palaiseau/Etampes/Bordeaux/Nantes/Massy/Longjumeau;
   - exit left towards D444/Versailles/Igny/Bièvres;
   - join A126 then continue on D36;
   - at the Christ de Saclay roundabout take the 4th exit (RD 306) towards Gif-sur-Yvette;
   - at 400 meters turn right at the first light and go along the DIGITEO Saclay building to reach the car park.

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

From Paris
- RER B, (direction "Saint-Rémy-lès-Chevreuse");
- RER C, (direction "Versailles Chantiers");
- "Massy-Palaiseau" station (then see below).

From Roissy-CDG
- RER B (direction "Saint-Rémy-lès-Chevreuse");
- "Massy-Palaiseau" station (then see below).

From Massy-Palaiseau (TG or RER)
- Bus 91.06 B or C;
- Bus 91.10;
- "Raoul Dautry - CEA Porte Est" station.

From Orly
- Bus 91.10;
- "Raoul Dautry - CEA Porte Est" station.